2016 Miscellaneous Projects State Fair Selections

Judge #1

Project #173 Horseless Horse (Rosette) – Hannah Dingledine

Project # 216 Cat 1 (ages 8-10) (State) – Gwen Westfall

Project # 216 Cat 1 (ages 8-10) (Honorable Mention) – Sammy Dean

Project # 216 Cat 1 (ages 8-10) (Honorable Mention) – Gwyneth Uhl

Project # 217 Cat 2 (ages 13-18) (State) – Elizabeth Dean

Project #220 Pocket Pets (ages 8-12) (State) – Libby Scheiderer

Project #220 Pocket Pets (ages 8-12) (Rosette) – Morgan Deskins

Project #220 Pocket Pets (ages 8-12) (Honorable Mention) – Moriah Tavenner

Project #220 Pocket Pets (ages 8-12) (Honorable Mention) – Lael Tavenner

Project #227 Pet Rabbit (ages 8-10) (State) - Ethan Botkin

Project #227 Pet Rabbit (ages 8-10) (Rosette) – Harley Linton

Project #227 Pet Rabbit (ages 11-13) (State) - Eric Goddard

Project #227 Pet Rabbit (ages 14-18) (State) - McKenzie Algren

Project #244 Vet 1 (State) – JT Todd

Project #245 Vet 2 (State) – Laurel Kennedy

Project #245 Vet 2 (Honorable Mention) – Anna Gaertner

Project #246 Vet 3 (State) – Ariana Spina

Project #246 Vet 3 (Rosette) – Miranda Keene

Project #246 Vet 3 (Honorable Mention) – Madisyn Horn
Judge #2

Project #493 Science Fun/Kitchen Chemistry (Rosette) – Hunter Talbot

Project #500 Science Fun with Physics (Rosette) – Katrina Eckstein

Project #501 Rockets Away (Bottle) (State) – JD Knopp

Project #503 Rockets Away (Estes) (State) – Carmine Lantz

Project #507 Robotic 1/Lego EV3 (Rosette) – Brayden Stouffer

Project #527 Magic of Electricity (State) – Carter DeMarco

Project #528 Investigating Electricity (State) – Kade Dillow

Project #541 Crank It Up (Rosette) – Zachary Miller

Project #551 & #552 Tractor-Junior (Rosette) – Hunter Cramer

Project #551 & #552 Tractor-Senior (State) – Philip Blaess

Project #555 ATV Safety (Rosette) – Owen Johnson

Project #540 Not Just Knots –Junior (State) – Isaac Brown

Project #540 Not Just Knots –Junior (Honorable Mention) – JD Knopp

Project #517 Bicycling for Fun (Ages 8-11) (State) - Jorden Hillman
Judge #3

Project #556 Measuring Up - Jr. (State) – John Comer

Project #556 Measuring Up - Jr. (State) – Eleanor Uhl


Project #556 Measuring Up – Jr. (Rosette) - Trent Huemmer

Project #556 Measuring Up – Jr. (Honorable Mention) - David Peters

Project #556 Measuring Up – Jr. (Honorable Mention) - Max Anderson

Project #557 Making The Cut Jr. (State) – Dominic Spina

Project #558 Nailing It Together - Jr. (State) – Ashton Cox

Project #558 Nailing It Together - Sr. (State) – Nash Allen

Project #558 Nailing It Together - Sr. (State) – Anders Setty

Project #559 Finishing Up (State) – JP Kent

Project #573 Arc & Sparks (State) - Maria Rodgers
(No larger than 6 ft x 6 ft x 3 ft)
Judge #4

Project #584 Focus On Photography (State) – Morgan Pine

Project #584 Focus On Photography (Rosette) – Zhoe Evans

Project #584 Focus On Photography (Rosette) – Ariana Spina

Project #584 Focus On Photography (Rosette) – Alexa Adams

Project #584 Focus On Photography (Rosette) – Katie Trudo

Project #584 Focus On Photography (Rosette) – Maggie Blanton

Project #584 Focus On Photography (Honorable Mention) – Audrey Larmee

Project #584 Focus On Photography (Honorable Mention) – Abigail McFadden

Project #585 Control The Image (State) – Matthew Sybrandy

Project #586 Mastering Photography (State) – Nathan Evans

Project #589M Photography Master (State) – Cassidy Stephan
Judge #5

Project #623 Beginner Fishing (State) – Mia LeMay

Project #623 Beginner Fishing (Rosette) – Hannah Dingledine

Project #624 Intermediate Fishing (State) – Ethan Edwards

Project #624 Beekeeping -Senior (Rosette) – Emma Gaertner

Project #670 Canning & Freezing (State) – Joseph Bowers

Project #691 Grow Your Own Vegetables (State) – Macy Peters

Project #691 Grow Your Own Vegetables (Rosette) – Taylor Rausch

Project #671 How Does Your Garden Grow (State) – Sara Bielawski

Project #671 How Does Your Garden Grow (Rosette) – Ashton Arnett

Project #365 Self Determined Natural Resources (Rosette) – Ellie Blanton

*****************************************************************************

Judge #6

Project # 442 Family History Treasure Hunt -1st Year (State) – Stephanie Selvaggio

Project # 442 Family History Treasure Hunt -1st Year (Rosette) – Brent Case

Project #442 Family History Treasure Hunt -2nd Year (State) – Joseph Bowers

Project #445 Becoming Money Wise Level I (State) – Laney VanHoose

Project # 448 Teens on the Road to Financial Success (State) – Cortney Kiser

Project # 448 Teens on the Road to Financial Success (Honorable Mention) – Taylor Laughman

Project #596 Play the Role (Rosette) – Allison Hillman
DOG AWARDS

You & Your Dog Interviews (ages 8-10) (State) – Allison Pinet

You & Your Dog Interviews (ages 14-18) (Rosette) – Danielle Mascioni